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Technology, growth, 
and capitalism



What happened?

Technological 
revolution!



Technological revolution

As the time to produce 
stuff decreases, living 

standards increase





Systems and institutions

Economic system
Method for producing and 

distributing goods and services

Institutions
Rules for the system



Capitalist institutions

Private property
The right and expectation that you 
can use your stuff how you want



Capitalist institutions

Markets
A way of connecting people who 

may mutually benefit by exchanging 
goods or services through a process 

of buying and selling

Specialization



Capitalist institutions

Firms
Organizations that use labor (people) 
and capital (inputs) to produce goods 

and services to make a profit



Capitalist institutions
Private property Markets Firms

An economic 
system with 
private property and markets and firms

Self sufficient 
family-based 

production

Market economy 
with family-based 

production

Capitalist economic 
system



Institutions
and coordination





Sell your paperclip for the 
highest possible price.

Sellers

You cannot sell 
below this number.



Buy a paperclip for the 
lowest possible price.

Buyers

You cannot pay 
above this number.



$8
Seller

4 pieces of candy

Buyer

1 piece of candy











The invisible hand

Everyone working in their own 
self interest drives the 

collective market
“It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, 
brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, 

but from regard for their own self interest”



Why do we make you
take this class?



What is economics?

The study of how people 
interact with each other 

and with their natural 
surroundings in providing 
their livelihoods, and how 

this changes over time.



Economics ≠ money



Economics ≠ money



Why economics if it’s not perfect?

Homo economicus
and crystal ball math

vs.

Data + models + analysis = 
decisions



Why economics in an MPA/MPP program?

It’s the language of policy
You have to speak that langauge

Markets need referees
You are those current/future referees



Language of policy



What happens if…

Private property is not secure?

Markets are not competitive?

Firms are run by 
entrenched interests?



Institutions matter

The public sector provides 
the backdrop for capitalist 

institutions



Class details



Goals for the class

Talk like an economist

Understand the role of the public 
sector in capitalist markets

Do public economic analysis







Skills you’ll need

Algebra
Derivatives

But also don’t worry! We will review all this stuff!





Main assignments

Readings

Exams

Problem sets

Weekly reports



Importance of 
institutions



What are institutions?

Rules

Formal Informal



Capitalist institutions

Private property Markets Firms

An economic 
system with 
private property and markets and firms



Is democracy 
necessary for 
capitalism?





What is the right institutional mix?

Incentives for innovation

Secure private property + 
competitive markets

Efficient firms

Competent leadership → 
create goods at low cost

Public policy

Government policies that 
foster these conditions

Public good provision

Governments fill in gaps 
missed by private sector



Downsides
of capitalism





1.5 cheers for capitalism

Inequality
Not all gains are spread equally 
(within and between countries)



1980



2014







Capitalism and inequality

Questions we’ll explore

Why is capitalism associated 
with growing inequality?

How can democracy ideally 
curtail this capitalist inequality?



1.5 cheers for capitalism

Inequality
Not all gains are spread equally 
(within and between countries)

Environmental damage
Gains have side effects



Capitalism and carbon



Capitalism and climate

Questions we’ll explore

Why is it so hard for democracies to 
address climate change?

Can capitalist institutions do anything 
to address climate change?



Measuring stuff correctly



What is “the economy” 
and how the heck do 

we measure it?



Everyone’s favorite number

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Private consumption

Investment Exports

Government expenditures

(Subtract imports)



y tho?

Why does everyone 
love this number?

It’s easy!



Problems with GDP



Dollars across space

Purchasing power 
parity (PPP)

Adjust value for how much the 
same good costs at the same 

time in different places

Big Mac Index
🇺🇸 $5.67 🇨🇳 $3.12 🇪🇺 $4.58



Dollars over time

Nominal numbers
What was written down at the time

Real numbers
The value in today’s dollars (or another year’s dollars)

Real value =
Nominal value

Price index / 100
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Price indexes
Compare the price of the same good

(or basket of goods) over time
Consumer Price Index (CPI) is common





George’s salary in 1935 = $45/week

Potter’s offer in 1935 = $20,000/year

Amount stolen by Potter in 1945 = $8,000

Ernie’s B&L mortgage in 1928 = $5,000 $72,843

$43,365

$370,644

$113,275



Inflation targets

“Good” inflation = 2–3%
My dollar today buys more than my dollar tomorrow

Encourages spending

Deflation = really bad
My dollar today buys less than my dollar tomorrow

Encourages saving; discourages spending



Does GDP measure 
human wellbeing?



“There are no value 
judgments whatsoever 
attached to traditional 

GDP calculations”
Naked Economics, p. 198



“Yet the Gross National Product does not allow 
for the health of our children, the quality of their 

education or the joy of their play. It does not 
include the beauty of our poetry, of the strength 
of our marriages, the intelligence of our public 
debate or the integrity of our public officials”

Robert F. Kennedy



Other measures

Human Development Index





Other measures

Human Development Index

Unemployment rate

Poverty

Size of government

Budget surplus/deficit



Best alternative?

GDP per capita is standard and 
probably will be for a loooong time

¯\_(°_o)_/¯


